[Research on Visual Perception-Referenced Compression Method for Multi-Spectral Data with High-Fidelity].
Aim In order to maintain the chromaticity precision in the process of linear compression of the multispectral data, a visual perception-referenced compression method (VPCM) based on the chroma gradient (refer to the partial derivative of chroma to wavelength) is proposed. Method The method firstly successfully developed the transfer functions which could synchronously fusion the spectral features and chromaticity characteristics of human visuals based on the nonlinear analytic feature of human visual system. For further improvement the transfer function, a modified optimizing function was developed to help find out the optimal transfer direction for different sample sets. If the transfer function was finally settled, it will be applied to transforming the spectral data of the sample set (Γ(S)=C). Then the transformed spectral data of the sample set will be compressed with high chromatic accuracy by the principle components analysis method. After that, the compressed data will be reconstructed through inverse transformation (Γ(-1)(C)=), while the reconstructed spectral data will be using to evaluate the effective of the proposed VPCM method. Result Four groups typical and representative sample sets were chosen to test the effective of the proposed method. The CIELab color difference in the D50/2° calculates condition and a proposed mean metamerism index (MMI) calculated with 75 groups typical light sources (including tungsten, fluorescent and LED lamp) was adopted as evaluating metrics. Eventually, the comparative experiment involving several existing methods Lab-PQR and 2-XYZ indicates that the proposed VPCM hold the best chromatic accuracy both for metric MMI and the average color difference ΔE(ab) when compared with Lab-PQR and 2-XYZ, and the spectral accuracy was calculated between Lab-PQR and 2-XYZ with Lab-PQR maintained the highest spectral accuracy. Conclusion The proposed VPCM can preserve high compression chromatic precision at the price of small loss of spectral precision and possess good colorimetric stability under variable reference conditions. It is very applicable for some application fields which require compressing of the multi-spectral data with high chromatic accuracy.